FULL MOON IN LIBRA

FULL MOON RITUAL
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YOU ARE BELOVED
This heart-centered ritual reminds you that you are loving, you are loved and you are lovable. Have a love affair
with yourself first, then others and remember that we are only here for one thing- to love each other.
With the love-centered moon beans of Libra illuminating this Full Moon you can expect partnerships to be the focus
for the next couple weeks especially in recognizing if our key ones are in balance of give and take. With the Sun in
Aries opposite the Libra Full Moon you will definitely want to find that balance between self verses others. Given our
unusual close quarters right now this will be even important more then ever to open your heart to compassion and
strive for balance and justice but leave the emotional baggage out of it.
This Full Moon ritual bows to Libra's lovely ruler, Venus, the energy of all things beauty, love, passion, sex, values,
money. In Greek mythology she is known as Aphrodite and when she graces herself in the sign of Libra the focus is on
beauty, love and relationships in balance and harmony (you'll get to explore your values and money next month when
we continue to have Venus' influence during the Taurus New Moon).
Be the Beloved that you are and allow your Beloved to remind you of that. If you are currently unattached but want to
be, this Full Moon ritual will be a beautiful opportunity to call in your Soulmate or a romantic affair.
.

Full Moon in Libra
April 8, 2020 at 3:35 am UT (London)
April 7, 2020 at 10:35 pm EST (New York)
April 7, 2020 at 7:35 pm PST (Los Angeles)

The ritual on the following pages is best done on the April 7-8th Full Moon
or anytime before the April 23rd New Moon.

This month we are excited to introduce two new resources, Goddess Guidance and Yoga Moon Flows, for your Moon rituals and
monthly soulful self -care support.
Goddess Guidance delves into sacred feminine goddess energy where each lunation you'll be introduced to a goddess that most
resonates with that Moon and some tips on how to use this energy during ritual and as monthly support if you are being drawn
to this sacred tool.
Yoga Moon Flow is a gentle physical support to your manifesting and release rituals. These flows can also be done anytime of
month you feel you'd like yoga's mind-body-spirit energy in alignment with the Moon's energy.
If you'd like to explore more on how the energy of the goddess Aphrodite can assist you during the Full Moon and the next
couple weeks leading up to the New Moon, head to www.justaddmoondigital.com, make sure you are logged in, and click on the
current ritual (Libra Full Moon content) then scroll to the Dive Deeper Into Your Ritual section and click on Goddess Guidance.
If you prefer less screen time and want to print out this content, you'll also find the Goddess Guidance as a pdf in the section
underneath, Want Less Screen Time?
Likewise if you'd like to get your mat out and flow into some sacral and heart openers, the two chakras most responsible for
expressing love for yourself and others, the video will be in the same section.
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For your I'm Beloved Ritual you will need:
Stationary and Pen
(enough paper to write one- two letters)
Other paper, if needed
Lighter or matches, if needed
Optional supportive tools:
A cup of tea
A favorite candle
A favorite crystal *
A favorite essential oil *
Smudging tool**
*refer to the Libra Full Moon Crystal and Essential Oil pdf or online section for Libra-aligned suggestions
** refer to pg 10 for some energy clearing tips

Your Step-by-Step Guidance
Gather your chosen spiritual tools to your chosen sacred space for your ritual. Smudge or
energy clear your ritual space and tools if this in your lunar practice. Refer to Page 10 for
more information on Smudging and energy clearing.
Read White Wolf Mystic's Astro Illuminations in-depth astrological forecast for the Libra Full
Moon on Page 5. Go to the sections starting on Page 5 for both your Sun and Rising signs
for a deeper understanding as to how this Full Moon is specifically effecting you.
Note: The specific forecast for your Sun and Rising signs are highlighting areas of your life
being most activated during this Full Moon and for the next two weeks until the Taurus
New Moon. I'd suggest reading those sections and use these as guidance in your release
ritual. It's a powerful way to take advantage of the Full Moon's illuminating and reflective
energy intended just for you.
Need to find out your Rising or Sun sign? Head to the Member Hub once you log-in at
www.justaddmoondigital.com and under New to Site and/or Moon Rituals FAQ section,
click on Why is Astrology so important? for link to calculate your signs.
Play Release music mix in the Libra Full Moon Ritual section once you log in to
www.justaddmoondigital.com.
Libra as an air sign is first and foremost about relationships and connection, particularly to
do with the balance of I and Thou, how you and another work within the flux and flow of
partnership. Hence the Libran keywords: balance, harmony, diplomacy.
Take out your stationary as you will be writing a love letter to yourself and then to another
that you feel you need some healing, understanding, more balance, connection with or
even just gratitude for.

If you are single but seeking a relationship your second letter can be a letter to your future
soulmate. Setting this intention for the love you've been seeking is a powerful tool when we have the
Moon in Libra.
Once you are done writing, read back to yourself the words of love that you expressed to yourself
and place the letter in front of you. Do the same for the other love letter. You have symbolically sent
out the Universe your desire to let go of any relational issues you have with yourself and others (or
that you are seeking/worthy of your soulmate connection).
If you decided to set up an altar to Aphrodite as described in the Goddess Guidance section, place your
letters on the altar.
If you have any other thoughts and issues that need releasing, especially gleamed from your personal
Astro Illumination reading, write them out on another piece of paper. You can put these with your love
letters or you can release them to the Universe by setting them on fire (outside and safely).
Before you close out your ritual you can also recite one or more of the affirmations below as
another loving way to remind yourself and express to the Universe your desire for balanced and
harmonious love in your life.
Close out your ritual with Cindy Bartz's Full Moon guided audio meditation in the Libra Full Moon
Ritual section once you log in to www.justaddmoondigital.com. Take a few minutes afterwards to just
relax and segue back into your regular day or evening.
Note: I highly recommend that you reread your letters on a daily basis for the next couple weeks. By
keeping your attention on what you wrote energetically aligns you with outcomes that are always in
your highest and best good.

Libra Affirmations
As I embrace my own knowing, I experience peace with all I meet.
The vision of true love pervades my life.
I attract loving and fulfilling relationships.
I seek justice and beauty in all areas of my life.
I am loving, I am loved, I am lovable.
I tip the scales to balance in all areas of my life that are currently in extreme.
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ASTRO ILLUMINATIONS FOR THE LIBRA FULL MOON
by White Wolf Mystic's Caroline Peters

On Tuesday, April 7th at 10:35 p.m. EST we have a Full Moon at 18° Libra. The sign of Libra has
to do with relationships, balance, harmony, diplomacy, fairness and justice. Since full moon’s
are about bringing the subconscious to light, this moon may have us confronting our newfound
frustrations from living in isolation, whether we’re experiencing tension with those we
cohabitate with or are battling loneliness and helplessness. This moon invites us to create
greater connection with others and with ourselves through the balance and compromise that is
introduced from a place of mutual respect and consideration. At present we are being
challenged to find new ways of reaching out to others given the limitations of our present
circumstance. This Libra Moon will illuminate wherever there is imbalance or a lack of
communication an general concern for the well-being of others.
Representing the scales, Libra wants us to balance out two extremes, to harmonize opposites,
and to find the middle path. Uniting yin with yang, passivity with assertiveness, self-love with
the transcendence of self to be of service to others, healthy habits vs. unhealthy ones, these are
the patterns and behaviors that may come up today. Sit in stillness and honor the ways in which
your mind, body, and soul are seeking attunement and unification.

Read below for specific guidance on how this full moon will affect you. For the most
accurate forecast, I recommend reading for your Sun sign as well as your Rising sign.
Don't know your Rising sign? Head to the Membership Hub on www.justaddmoondigital.com for a link to
calculate your natal chart and find out.

Aries/Aries Rising, 7th House
This full moon touches upon your closest committed partnerships, Aries. This may be a sensitive
moon for you given that we’re all in quarantine, so you’re either forced to work through issues in
your present relationship, or you must come to terms with feelings of isolation if you are single. This
moon may bring you face to face with your own insecurities, feelings of unworthiness, or the areas
where you need to develop more balance in order to keep your relationships healthy.
The soul cannot flourish outside of personal relationships; no human being can thrive without community
and connection. To grow and evolve, you must heal and let go of the past. Take time today to ask your
heart what it needs to feel loved and supported, and listen to whatever it has to
say with empathy and compassion.

Taurus/Taurus Rising, 6th House
This full moon highlights your health, daily routines and work habits. Today you feel a stronger
need for balance in how you nurture and support yourself and in how you work and structure your
time and energy. You may be out of your normal routine now due to the recent change in
circumstances, so your task is to create a normal schedule that helps you to feel productive,
supported, and mentally and emotionally healthy. Only you can create that balance, Taurus.
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Taurus/Taurus Rising, 6th House (cont'd)
What is it that you most need right now? What one change can you make today that will help
you feel more empowered and capable of moving forward? Do that. Take up a hobby. Go for a walk.
Meditate. Connect with nature. Connect with yourself.

Gemini/Gemini Rising, 5th House
Today’s Libra Moon illuminates how you play, create, and express yourself through your work,
personal projects and romantic pursuits. You may feel a little stifled in this area now as your
freedom has been greatly restricted, along with everyone else’s. Remember though, necessity is the
mother of invention, and limited circumstances lead to the most innovative solutions. What do you
desire most now in your romantic life? How can you liven things up by trying something new or
bringing more passion and excitement into your day-to-day? What hobbies or projects have you
been wanting to start? You now have all the time in the world, so get to it. Use your present
circumstances as permission to prioritize what makes you light up like a disco ball. Dedicate time to
expressing your joy, creativity, and channeling your inner fire. Dance, take up an instrument,
practice feng shui by rearranging your home, learn to paint, etc.

Cancer/Cancer Rising, 4th House
This full moon shines upon your home and family life, Cancer. You’ve likely been spending a lot of
time cooped up with your partner, family members or roommates, and if this is the case, tension
may arise today as full moon’s make us more emotionally sensitive. This Libra moon gives you the
opportunity to practice diplomacy and conflict resolution as you communicate your needs with
those in your home environment. Don’t forget to also practice active listening, to honor the needs
of others, and to find a peaceful compromise. If you are living in solitude, this moon may highlight
feelings of loneliness and isolation. Find a way to prioritize human connection today in whatever
way you can. Connection is as essential as drinking water, getting enough sunlight, and nourishing
your body. Don’t skip it. Additionally, since your home environment is so important to you, Cancer,
you could use the energy of this moon to tidy up, reorganize, or rearrange the furniture so that
your home can provide you with the necessary sanctuary and peace that you crave in order to
recharge.

Leo/Leo Rising, 3rd House
Today’s full moon lights up how you learn, process information, and communicate with others, Leo.
If you’ve been secretly wanting to go back to school, take a painting class, or write your first book,
then today might bring up your deepest fears and insecurities about pursuing your dreams so you
can deal with them and move forward. In what areas are you wanting to learn and discover more so
you can sharpen your skills? How do you desire to use your voice in a meaningful way? You now
have all the time in the world to hone your abilities, and you’re running out of excuses. Take
advantage of this extra free time to prioritize your personal growth and advancement. Since this
moon also touches on your mental processes, practicing mindfulness and meditation may help you
to feel more grounded and better able to manage your anxieties and uncertainty surrounding the
present situation. If you can conquer the mind, you can do anything, Leo.

Virgo/Virgo Rising, 2nd House
This full moon may be a sensitive one for you, Virgo, as it illuminates your personal values and
your sense of self-worth. If you’ve been neglecting yourself, your dreams, or you’ve been
compromising too much for the sake of work or your personal relationships, this lunar energy
may bubble up in the form of resentment, indicating a need to step back and look at what’s most
important to you. How you manage your material and financial resources may also come up for
you today. Perhaps you need to be more frugal with your spending given recent circumstances,
or maybe you’re being faced with your tendency to overemphasize material or superficial things
at the cost of your personal values. This moon will ask you to take a look at what brings you
greater fulfillment in life so that you can prioritize those things.

Libra/Libra Rising, 1st House
You’ll feel this full moon stronger than most, Libra, as this lunar energy highlights your sense of
self, identity, and worthiness. If you’ve been overly critical of yourself lately, this moon may
bring up those fears and insecurities so that you can learn to be kinder and more compassionate
towards yourself and your perceived “mistakes”. Failures and shortcomings are a natural part of
life and an essential part of the growth and refinement process. Be willing to embrace
imperfections as part of what makes life beautiful, ephemeral, and precious. Don’t let great be
the enemy of good. All progress (and setbacks) are ultimately steps forward in the right
direction. This moon may also bring up strong feelings in your closest relationships, either of a
desire for more authentic connection, or a greater need for independence and solitude. Honor
whatever arises.

Scorpio/Scorpio Rising, 12th House
Today’s full moon may have you retreating from the world to reflect on your progress and the
people and events that have shaped your life, Scorpio. Use this Libra moon to take stock of old
hurts and resentments that need to be worked through, communicated, and/or forgiven. Time to
do the necessary internal processing and clear out old baggage so you can show up in the world
more fully integrated. This full moon will also have you more tapped into the collective
consciousness, so now is a great time to listen to or create music, make art, journal, or channel
your intuition through some creative endeavor or catharsis.

Sagittarius/Sagittarius Rising, 11th House
Today’s full moon highlights your social networks, larger community, and the ways in which you
desire to contribute to humanity. If the quarantine has been getting to you and you’re feeling
lonely and isolated, then this full moon will illuminate your deeper yearning for belonging
through how you connect with your community and your tribe through the digital landscape.
Consider dedicating more effort to seeking out those who share your values, this way you can
further your growth through these connections in a way that can benefit the world around you.
What projects, collaborations, or webinars can you participate in or create to help you feel more
in tune with those around you? Use this opportunity to think outside the box and innovate.
Despite current challenges and limitations, life always finds a way.
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Capricorn/Capricorn Rising, 10th House
Today’s full moon shines on your career and public image, Capricorn, highlighting your
professional goals and aspirations. Social collaborations are important to you when it comes to
your professional growth, but the quarantine may be presenting you with some unique
challenges in terms of how you connect and maintain professional relationships now. Use this as
an opportunity to get creative and innovative in how you show up in your work and online. Since
Libra is the sign of balance, this moon may also shed light on where you are feeling an imbalance
between your work and home life. Try to move the needle more towards the middle today, rather
than on either end of an extreme. By integrating the varied parts of your life, you help to create
greater homeostasis and authenticity.

Aquarius/Aquarius Rising, 9th House
This Libra full moon asks you to connect with your spirituality and your higher Truth, Aquarius.
In what ways can you challenge and expand your perception by seeking higher knowledge and
looking at life from a bird’s eye view? It can be easy to get caught up in your daily concerns and
fears, especially at a time like this, but try and zoom out from your life in order to look at the
bigger picture. How might your present circumstance be encouraging you to expand beyond
what you previously thought possible? How can you find the deeper meaning and purpose in
your current struggles? Use today’s lunar energy to connect with your own inner compass. Pay
attention to where it is guiding you now. Follow that guidance and trust that it will lead you to a
place of greater truth and clarity.

Pisces/Pisces Rising, 8th House
Today’s full moon emphasizes what you share with your closest connections, be it your time,
money, energy, or love. In the sign of Libra, this moon is about balancing give and take and
honoring the boundaries of the self and of others. Have you been over-giving without asking for
help and support? What is your relationship with reciprocity? Do you tend to take more than
you give? Use today’s lunar energy to look at where you may struggle with worthiness when it
comes to your beliefs about love and money. All human beings have the right to experience
transformational love and financial abundance (even amidst present challenges). If you are
harboring beliefs that indicate otherwise, then it’s time to do some spring cleaning. If you tend
to hoard your love and resources because of a lack mentality, now is the time to loosen up the
dam and let your resources flow to those around you. All relationships, after all, flourish when
love and resources are shared.

Astrology is just a finger pointing at reality.
~Steven Forrest
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Some Libra Themes to Explore
Am I balanced in the give and take in my relationships?
Are my personal spaces calming to promote focus and harmony in my life?
Do I feel peace and love at my core being?
Do I listen to what others have to say?
Am I avoiding confrontation at the expense of my core self?
Do I stand up for what I know to be just and fair?
If inclined use this blank space as a self-discovery sanctuary where you can doodle, release and
own the choices you create for yourself for a more fulfilling life.
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Additional Tips for Your Ritual
Rituals can be what you want them to be; from simply writing intentions and releasing them to
the Universe, to adding in other healing tools as further assistance for your manifesting.
We at Just Add Moon love to invite some of these tools into our monthly ritual practices. Our
favorites are smudging sticks or sprays, crystals, and essential oils.
Here is a quick guide as to how you can use some of these supportive energies in your lunar
practices. The Suggested Tools are by no means a requirement, rather we hope they may offer
inspiration for your unique experience.

Smudging Tools:
While smudging is not necessary for a Moon ritual, it is a loving way to invite high vibes into your Moon practice.
Smudging or energy clearing is performed at the beginning of your ritual as the goal of any space clearing is to
remove the negative, dense or stagnant energies from the space. Once you've smudged you have now optimally
prepared your sacred space for your ritual.
Common smudging tools include sage, palo santo or cedar sticks, oils or incense; sweetgrass; lavender; selenite
crystals; smudge sprays.
Wave or spray your smudging tool over your ritual space, anything being used during your ritual, and yourself and
anyone else with you. Visualize positive feelings and emotions as you use your smudging tool.
A simple blessing or offering of intention for your ritual is also a simple way to energy clear.
Here is a lovely blessing to recite:
Cleanse this space of negative energy, thoughts and intentions. If there are energies here that are not of love and light,
you are not welcome. Please leave and do not return. Instead, I invite into this space and for everyone in it positive energy
and pure love and light.

Crystals:
Crystals store the earth’s energy and have been used metaphysically to enhance emotional, physical and spiritual
balance, and support personal development. These natural elements help you stay focused on your intentions to
create and maintain positive change in your life.
Crystals and stones in your Moon rituals, as well as to carry with you during the month serve you as beautiful
friends from the earth, vibrating with innate positive energy to support you unconditionally and reminding you to
focus only on the positive outcomes we desire.
Choose a favorite crystal or one of the suggested crystals found in each New and Full Moon Crystal and Essential
Oil pdf for the energetic intention associated with the stone; i.e., perhaps you'd like to have a Jade stone to create
harmony in the mind, body and spirit, bringing energy to the health conscious, soul-seeker side of Virgo.
Your crystal(s) can be placed by your paper as you write , held when you recite an affirmation, or during your
guided meditation placed in the palm of your hand or on your body associated with the chakra of the lunation.
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Essential Oils:
Essential oils are a time-honored way of working with the energies of Nature to bring about desired change in
your life. Just like crystals, essential oils are a reminder of what to focus on in your intention setting. They are
the beautiful essence of living beings – trees, shrubs, flowers, etc. – infusing their own living intelligence that
works in perfect harmony with nature including the moon’s energy.
There is something about the power of scent on the mind. We understand this intuitively, as certain scents
relax us (like lavender) and others energize us (like peppermint). Essential oils seem to instantly awaken
something in us that’s beyond our ordinary sense of smell – one that is more in touch with the invisible
energies of the Universe and, therefore, more apt to direct those energies to achieve our aims.
Choose a favorite essential oil or one of the suggested oils found in each New and Full Moon Crystal and
Essential Oil pdf then try adding a few drops to a lit candle or diffuser and/or dabbing a drop into the palm of
your hand and breathing in its essence right before your guided meditation.

Nothing can dim the light that shines from within.
— Maya Angelou
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